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Mickey and Judy are lab partners who are trying to finish their high school lab final before the deadline. They have one problem left, and neither one really cares about it, but they need to finish it in order to get an "A." The problem they are trying to solve comes from a substance taken from a meteorite. Aline and Bunny are also lab partners who are working on the same problem, but have done a lot of research and really care about their work. Mickey and Judy hate Aline and Bunny because they are different. Micky accuses Aline of being a witch because Aline can make predications that usually come true. Aline and Bunny find a mysterious compound that they cannot figure out so they ask their chemistry teacher, Mr. Archer, for help. He finds out that they found a rare substance that suggests the possibility of life in outer space. After more teasing about being weird, Aline comes up with the idea that perhaps she's an alien, since she was an orphan and her heart is on the right side of her body. This makes the other kids harass her more. Mr. Archer takes the substance to a nearby university to run more tests on the chemical makeup of the substance, where he finds out that it isn't what they first thought it to be, disproving Aline's theory that she is an alien. Mr. Archer explains that everyone is unique, which makes Aline feel better about being strange.

The characters in this play are all unique; each one has quirks, which illustrates the theme. These separate personalities conflict even within an individual group. For example, Judy believes that Aline is a witch, but she doesn't feel right about making fun of her the way that Micky does, even though she and Micky are best friends. This sort of diversity among the characters makes this play seem more realistic and believable. The author does a nice job of showing contrast between the soft-spoken Bunny and the loud and proud Tommy. With some scientific plays the audience may get lost in scientific jargon, but not with this play. Because of the high school setting, it’s natural for characters (especially Mr. Archer) to explain what certain things mean. The pace of the play is smooth and consistent. There are high points, such as when Micky, after having been warned by Aline not to use it, adds a chemical and it boils over. Actions and situations like this drive the play forward and keep the theme fresh in the audience’s mind. The theme teaches an excellent point but it is not overbearing. Not only does it show the highlights of everyone’s differences, but it also illustrates the effects of someone being harassed for being unusual. The only difficulty in this production is that there are supposed to be visual chemical reactions. The script does give safe suggestions for these reactions, like using baking soda and water with different food coloring. There are other alternatives that could be used besides this. One problem is that these reactions may not always be reliable. This play would be suitable for a high school theatre class production.